
1.5 Word Sylla
ble PoS L2 Definition Collocation Word Family

581 check O verb To confirm the details of something are correct always check; check daily; need to check; better check; check (n)

582 complete oO verb To finish or reach the end of doing something complete on time; successfully complete; correctly completed completion (n) completely 
(adv)

583 lie O verb To say something that you know is not true lie about sth; lie to sb; I can tell when he lies lie (n); liar

584 pick O verb to decide on a thing from various choices; select pick at random; picked for sth; She was picked to be our president pick (n)

585 reduce oO verb To make something smaller or use less of it try to reduce; dramatcially reduce; slightly reduce reduction (n)

586 personal Ooo adjective done by or to a particular person; individual This problem is very personal. A personal friend of my boss. Personal business personalize (v); impersonal 
(adj); impersonally (adv)

587 ground O noun solid surface of the earth that we stand on firm ground; hard ground; hit the ground; a hole in the ground ground (v)

588 animal Ooo noun A living creature that is not a plant or person dead animal; living animal; dangerous animal; farm animal

589 arrive oO verb to reach the place you are travelling to arrive early; arrive on time; finally arrive; arrive at our destination arrival (n)

590 patient Oo adjective not getting annoyed when things take a long time You should remain patient when waiting to see the doctor. Extremely patient patiently (adv); impatient (adj)

591 current O adjective Happening or being in the present time current situation; current news; the current manager currently (adv)

592 century Ooo noun period of 100 years 21st century; next centrury, current century, previous century

593 evidence Ooo noun factual proof that helps to establish the truth ample evidence, considerable evidence, compelling evidence evident (adj); evidently (adv)

594 exist oO verb to be present, alive or real Seahorses actually exist. still exist; be known to exist existence (n)

595 similar Ooo adjective Nearly the same feel similar; look similar, similar to sb/sth; similar in size/colour similarly (adv)

596 fight O noun act of trying to hurt someone by hitting them big fight; long fight; fair fight; pick a fight; start a fight fighter (n); fight (v)

597 leader Oo noun person who is in charge of a group or task natural leader; born leader; military leader; be elected leader lead (v); leaderless (adj)

598 fine O adjective Good, acceptable or satisfactory look fine; smell fine; be fine; turn out fine; fine weather finely (adv)

599 street O noun road in a city with buildings and places to walk a wide street; a narrow street; cross the street; busy street

600 former Oo determin
er being something previously, but not now former president; former husband; former address


